
HELLO
GORGEOUS

132 BAYSPRINGS COURT, AIRDRIE AB

MLS® NUMBER: C4216436 

2614 SQFT

3.5 3 + 1 

4 BEDS, 3.5 BATHs, 2614 SQFT, 8ft doors & 9 ft ceilings
this is a MUST-SEE home. Main floor has an elegant
entrance & a study w/ double glass doors. Kitchen
features large sit-up kitchen island, flawless cabinets &
Caesarstone countertops plus great SS APPLIANCES, IN-
COUNTER STOVE TOP w/ hood fan & more! WALK-
THROUGH PANTRY leads into the MUDROOM. The
living room has a gorgeous ceiling high tile surrounding
gas fireplace & custom millwork with feature lights
integrated on its sides for decor & storage. Dining is
elegant w/ a unique pendant light and lots of NATURAL
LIGHT with an OVERSIZED WINDOW and a glass door
leading out into the backyard. MSTR SUITE has a vaulted
ceiling, walk-in closet, & gorgeous ensuite. Ensuite has a
corner soaker tub & glass enclosed shower with DUAL
SHOWER HEADS. 2 other BEDs are upstairs plus the full
BATH has an amazing sky light. Upstairs is also the family
room w/ a lovely window nook along its large window, and
laundry room. Walkout basement is bright and spacious.
 



WELCOME
HOME

The bright walk-out basement features a full bath, an extra bedroom, and a huge rec room! Other features include Roughed
In Air Conditioning, Smart Wiring Multi Zone Audio System, Roughed In Alarm & Security Cameras, 5.1 Home Theater in
Bonus Room, Rough-in Projector & Screen with HDMI Pre-installed. 132 Baysprings Court is in a fabulous location for those
who like a little extra privacy. The community of Bayview is close to schools, Chinook Winds Ball Park, airport shuttle
services, grocery stores and more! Plus, its location in SW Airdrie means easy access to the Queen Elizabeth, Calgary, and
the Calgary International Airport. Your next chapter awaits at 132 Baysprings Court.
 
2614 SqFt | 4 BED | 3.5 BATH
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